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It seems to some people that all AWCI does is run awards dinners, golf 
days and conferences. That we concentrate on the top end of town and 
exclude some of the smaller contractors.

But I consider AWCI to be like the duck. Above the water we are all showy 
feathers and big yellow beak but underneath the water, hidden from 
view, is where the real work gets done.

AWCI is, after all, an association of tradies. A group of men and women 
who get stuff done but don’t really like talking about it. These quiet 
achievers and a small but willing group of employees work together to 
give technical advice; build relationships with companies that can help 
our members’ businesses grow and thrive; advocate on our industry’s 
behalf to government policy makers and put on a really good party every 
now and then – because parties are important!

It is important that we come together and build relationships and it is 
important that we celebrate our and our colleagues’ successes. Through 
the relationships made at these kinds of events we build networks that 
further our industry’s goals. And that’s how the work that really matters 
gets done.

I am reminded of our conference keynote speaker Rob Redenbach’s 
words when he said, “Nobody knows everything, but working as a 
collective we can achieve anything.”

If we’re not perfect, if you can do better, if you have ideas about things 
you think we need to achieve – get involved. Just like the members of 
the various state committees, technical committees and all the other 
volunteer groups who make AWCI tick, you can volunteer, have your say 
and get involved in your association. Give your state office a call. You 
may be able to make a difference.

And next time there’s a party on, you are invited and you are welcome.

We wish you a happy and safe festive season and look forward to 
working with you again in 2018.

Angela Gardner 
Marketing, Events and Communications Manager

From the Editor
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COVER 
STORY

Established in 2004 by managing director John Kelly, 
Precision Interior Walls and Ceilings (Precision) has 
grown to be a market leader in the wall and ceiling 
lining industry, and has undertaken some of the largest 
commercial projects in Queensland. 

Precision was recently awarded People’s Choice in the 
AWCI ANZ Awards for Excellence for its incredible work 
on the 1 William Street build.

 John said the team knew they were entering 
unchartered territory the moment they were given the 
design brief for the skyscraper. 

“This was an integrated project that included the base 
build and the internal fit-out for the incoming client, the 
Queensland Government,” John explains.

“Our brief included high-level plant room work and 
fire rating that had to be coordinated with the main 
structure build.”

This included 2000m2 of Speedpanel being installed from 
a hanging stage scaffold. Precision was also awarded 
the base build and the integrated fit-out package, 
which included the supply and installation of more than 

15,000m2 of feature plasterboard ceilings; 70,000m2 of 
grid ceilings; glass partitioning; timber doors and metal/
timber frames; operable walls; curved walls; fire-rated 
ceilings; feature wall panels; whiteboards and pinboards; 
feature timber walls; ceilings; and more.

The sheer scale and complicated logistics made for 
routinely early starts and long days. 

“A usual day would start at 4.30am, reviewing the tasks 
to be completed that day, coordinating deliveries, 
organising workers and ensuring all permits were in 
place – all which had to be completed before 6.30am,” 
John recalls.

“From there, the day would really begin, kicking off 
with an initial pre-start meeting with approximately 135 
workers. Then the day would became a blur of movement, 
with workers traversing the building, meetings to discuss 
co-ordination with other trades, and meetings with 
builders and architects to discuss any design issues. 

“Of course, the head office team was also involved in 
this project, ensuring wages and materials were entered 
and budgets maintained.”
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The Tower of Power
When Brisbane-based Precision Interior Walls and Ceilings was contracted to 
help build 1 William Street Brisbane – a new 41-storey skyscraper to house the 
Queensland Government’s 5000 public servants, politicians and ministerial staff 
– they knew they had their work cut out for them.



The project presented a number of major challenges 
for the Precision team, the most significant being the 
spectacular three-storey atriums. The focal point of the 
building, the atriums provide relaxed workspaces, food 
and beverage facilities, and zones for staff to unwind. 

“Each atrium had to be built from the top down from 
scaffolds installed by Precision to fully complete high 
level works before the curved staircases and lower 
internal areas were built,” John says.

“These areas were completely light filled, and we knew our 
work had to be of the highest standard to avoid glancing 
light problems with multiple radius walls and offices.

“The ceilings in the atrium areas were built using Knauf 
Stratopanel fully perforated plasterboard sheets, which 
give excellent noise reduction coefficiency ratings but 
involve precise setting and installation.”

Other challenges included meeting all building codes and 
compliances along with the overall flowing theme for the 
internal finishes to create a seamless environment. 

The front entry, which was one of the last major areas to 
be built, was always going to present one of the biggest 
hurdles due to the height, working over escalators, 
installation of artwork and top-level Class 5 finishes.

The plans also included floor-to-ceiling windows and 
curved walls and staircases, notorious for highlighting 
flaws in walls and ceilings. 

“The design brief was very clear regarding the acoustic 
performance of the offices due to some of the sensitive 
nature of the government work. They had to work, they 
were going to be tested and they had to pass with no 
exceptions,” John says.
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“The curved walls had to be built full height, 
incorporating the in-ceiling services. The walls had to be 
framed using the correct gauge steel with close spacings, 
which had to be adapted for some extremely tight curves 
and replicated multiple times through the floors. 

“The sheeting and setting had to be of the highest 
quality to avoid any issues with glancing light and 
defects. We had several QA supervisors who worked 
tirelessly with our tradespeople to ensure the quality 
was of the highest standard.”

To get the job done to the expected standard, Precision 
worked closely with its long-term suppliers CSR, Rondo, 
PlastaMasta Southside and Knauf AMF. 

“CSR manufactured 1400mm-high plasterboard in every 
type of plasterboard used on the project, which was 
instrumental in eliminating a large percentage of the set 
joints and, in turn, reduced the glancing light issues. This 
was particularly helpful with the 6.5mm plasterboard 
sheets used for sheeting the radius walls,” John explains.

“Rondo provided designs and product support 
throughout, with regular inspections and helpful tips. 
We didn’t run the quantity of P50 Rondo supplied for 
this project but it must be a new record in Australia. 

“PlastaMasta Southside supplied us with the Knauf 
Stratopanel perforated ceilings. To my knowledge, this 
is the largest Stratopanel project in Australia, using 
more than 15,000m2 of product. 

“PlastaMasta Southside, in conjunction with Knauf 
AMF supplied the semi-concealed Thermatex Acoustic 
modular ceiling tiles, mitred top-hat aluminium 
suspension grid and associated aluminium profiles. 
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“The radius walls had to be built precisely on each level 
to make to internal and external aluminium angles the 
same with the angles ordered months in advance for 
programming purposes. The entire perimeter on each 
level of 1 William Street had to be built perfectly to suit 
and match the pre-ordered profiles.”

Another important feature of the design brief was 
incorporation of ‘biomimicry’. Essentially, the architects 
and interior designers wanted the internal spaces to 
take inspiration from nature and the living world.

According to John, this concept sounded interesting on 
paper but, when delivered in full, proved truly breathtaking.

“It took months of sample preparation for colour-backed 
glass, fabrics for pinboards and coordination of glazing 
graphics for the correct theme and colour,” he recalls.

“This was aligned with native plants, floor coverings 
and wall colours to bring all of the colours together 
superbly. The end result is an amazing collection of 
colours themed differently every three floors to match 
the atriums. The areas provide some of the best 
environments I have ever seen built.”

When we reflect on the outcome of 1 William Street, 
which John describes as “a masterpiece of modern 

design”. It’s hard to argue otherwise, and it’s clear 
John is incredibly proud of the Precision team and its 
involvement in this groundbreaking project.  

“Everyone involved in this iconic project will forever 
retain some ownership of the building,” he explains.

“For years to come, workers will be proudly saying to 
friends, family and colleagues, ‘I built that’. It was a 
fantastic team effort from everyone at Precision, from 
the first workers onsite, to the staff in the office and the 
last man to leave.”

SOUTHSIDE WESTSIDE GOLD COAST BURLEIGH

“Everyone involved in this iconic project 
will forever retain some ownership of 
the building.”
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President’s Report
Steve Langridge, President, AWCI Australia and New Zealand

Another year has passed, and it is now the 
end of my first as AWCI ANZ President.

To say it has been a tumultuous year would 
be an understatement. Firstly, as you would 
all be aware, Ian Swann resigned as Executive 
Director, then K. Leung resigned as Marketing 
Manager. Ian was replaced by Leonie Foster, 

and K by Angela Gardiner, and the ship was back on course. 
Then, out of the blue, Leonie handed in her resignation after 
only nine months in the position. Fortunately, the crew of the 
AWCI ANZ have stepped up and, by the time you read this, 
the ship will be well and truly back on course.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the people 
who make up AWCI ANZ – staff, affiliates and corporate 
members – for their support over the past year.

This year’s National Conference, held on the beautiful 
Hamilton Island, was a great success, with more than 
300 delegates, exhibitors, partners and corporate 
representatives attending. The plenary sessions were 
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extremely well attended and the feedback received was 
that the speakers were top notch. A new conference 
app, launched by our Marketing Manager Angela, was a 
great success, with over 50 per cent of attendees using 
it to register. Let’s try for 90 per cent next year.

As far as the social events, how can you not enjoy time 
spent with your peers, customers, friends and associates 
in a setting as beautiful as Hamilton Island. There are 
critics of the social events at every conference, however, 
the networking and learning opportunities that these 
social events offer is invaluable.

Closer to home for myself, our Technical Manager 
Chris Morgan has written a draft Accreditation paper, 
which we on the South Australian Executive have 
presented to the Department of Planning, Transport 
and Infrastructure (DPTI).

A delegation from AWCI SA met with DPTI last month, 
and they were extremely interested in seeing our 
proposal, that all Ceiling and Partition Contractors 
on government projects in South Australia must be 
Accredited by the AWCI ANZ. 

I realise we at AWCI ANZ have been talking 
Accreditation for a number of years now, but if this is 
accepted by the Government of South Australia, it will 
provide us with a platform to launch and hopefully roll 
out progressively through the other states.

Western Australia is very excited to be holding next 
year’s National Conference, and I would like to thank 
Belinda Goddard for the work she has already done in 
procuring the venue, and in advance for the excellent 
work I am sure she will be doing to help our National 
team produce an even bigger and better event than 
this year’s. I haven’t been to Perth for over 20 years, 
and am very much looking forward to a visit, providing 
they let me back across the border.

It is with great sadness that I bid a fond farewell to an 
incredible stalwart of our industry and association, 
the one and only Mr Steve Jupp. Steve is retiring from 
Rondo Building Services and resigning his position on 
our National Executive. 

Steve informed us the other day that his working 
career spanned 54 years. I can only surmise he came 
from a family that sent him out to work when he was 
eight. Steve’s knowledge and passion for the industry 
will be sorely missed and experience like that is very 
hard to replace. I, along with all of the Executive and 
Staff of AWCI ANZ, wish Steve the very best in the next 
phase of his life.
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We were delighted that over 300 industry contractors, 
suppliers, manufacturers and partners chose to attend. 

Thank you to Conference Sponsors and Exhibitors, in 
particular to our Diamond Sponsors CSR, Knauf, USG 
Boral, Rondo and James Hardie, and our Sapphire 
Sponsor BGC. Thank you also to our exhibitors, 
including first-time exhibitors, Brickworks and 
Employsure. We appreciate your support.

Our delegates enjoyed the plenary sessions, particularly 
learning about harnessing the power of the collective 
in Rob Redenbach’s presentation. Other standout 
presentations were the contractors experiences, and 
who could forget Shane Webcke’s impassioned plea for 
everyone to take responsibility for their own safety at 
work. The son of a man who was killed in a workplace 
accident, Shane’s presentation was moving, inspirational 
and, most importantly, credible.

Our partners discovered their creative talents and produced 
some amazing works of art. They also “got their zen on” 

with mediation yoga and a health and wellbeing seminar 
overlooking Catseye Beach. On the last day, they very 
enthusiastically competed in the Hamilton Island Buggy 
Rally. Congratulations to winning team, Happy Days!

This year’s social program was spectacular. The setting 
sun over the Whitsunday Islands provided a magical 
backdrop to the Welcome Reception. It was also 
wonderful to see many old friends reunited and new 
friends meeting for the first time.  

Watching many of the exhibitors come up with new 
and creative ways to gain our delegates’ attention at 
Monday night’s Expo Mixer was a hoot! Then we walked 
over to the Bougainvillea Marquee for the Tropicana 
Dinner. Master illusionist Matt Hollywood amazed and 
enthralled the group, but it was the sight of a mini 
Gerard Moran’s bottom that will forever remain burned 
into the minds of our delegates (you had to be there!).

Wednesday’s Eat Street Markets sold out of hotdogs, 
they were that good, and ‘White-sundae’ ice-creams 

2017 National Conference
The stunning view of the sparkling waters of the Whitsundays as the plane landed on Hamilton 
Island was a pre-cursor of the week ahead. The blue sky and cooling tropical sea breezes 
provided the perfect backdrop for the 2017 AWCI ANZ National Conference.
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Diamond Sponsors

Sapphire Sponsor

were also a popular option on a hot North Queensland 
afternoon. The chilled-out market vibe allowed our 
delegates, partners and exhibitors to relax and unwind 
before the AWCI ANZ Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner.

And what a night it was! The room was spectacular. The 
dancefloor was full as Gee’d Up played their special 
blend of pop, rock, reggae and smooth dance beats.  
There was barely a dry eye in the house as we learned 
about the conference charity, HeartKids, through the 
personal story of Matilda Williams. Her string of beads 
was an eye-opener for many. Each bead signifies a 
procedure or treatment that Matilda has undergone. 
We raised $28,000 on the night, with a pledge for an 
additional $10,000. What an achievement! HeartKids 
have asked us to thank our delegates for their 
generosity. If you would like to support HeartKids, 
please visit their website at www.heartkids.org.au. 

Congratulations to our Apprentice Challenge winners, 
Mathew Harley and Joseph Bibby of Tasmania and to 
Keegan Milburn from New Zealand, who won the Peter 

Troake Memorial Award for the Apprentice of the Year.  

It wouldn’t be an AWCI ANZ Awards of Excellence 
Gala Dinner without the awards presentation. 
Congratulations to all of our category winners and 
finalists. This year’s competition was so tight that, for 
the first time, there were two drawn categories. We 
particularly congratulate our People’s Choice winner, 
John Kelly from Precision Interior Walls and Ceilings.

Keep an eye on the facebook page for more information 
about the AWCI ANZ 73rd Annual Conference in Perth!

It wouldn’t be an AWCI ANZ Awards of 
Excellence Gala Dinner without the awards 
presentation. Congratulations to all of our 
finalists. This year’s competition was so 
tight that, for the first time, there was two 
drawn categories.
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People’s Choice 
AWCI Qld 
1 William Street 
Precision Interior Walls and Ceilings Pty Ltd 
This Queensland Government’s 44-storey office tower, 
which accommodates over 5,000 Queensland public 
servants, is quality of the highest order, both in materials 
and workmanship. This is no ordinary building where 
each floor is usually a rubber stamp of the previous floor. 
Here, everything changes – even the decorated plaster, 
plants and colour schemes match. The drywall finish is 
exceptional with massive quantities of curved walls and 
special plaster walls, ceilings and coffers to complex, 
elaborate, detail and specification. The lift corridors are 
a nightmare, as they go from one side of the building to 
the other but Precision have come through with flying 
colours. The radii on some of the columns and walls were 
unbelievably tight. There is so much detail on display in this 
building, it is impossible, firstly to imagine how Precision 

priced it and then how they were able to get their heads 
around all the special details, e.g. the formation of the 
coffered ceilings and lighting constraints within them. In 
short, the building speaks for itself and our congratulations 
go to John Kelly and all the staff at Precision Interior Walls 
and Ceilings for this great achievement. This project won its 
category and deservedly took out the overall winner for the 
AWCI Qld 2017 Awards of Excellence evening.

2017 Awards of Excellence winners

The AWCI ANZ 2017 Awards of Excellence were announced at the recent National Conference 
in October. The following winners represent the best of the best in our industry.

Commercial < $500,000 
AWCI WA 
Crown Towers Hotel 
Perth Plaster Mouldings 
The manufacture of many different moulds were required 
for this job and they were all created and installed by Perth 
Plaster Mouldings. The public areas outside the Grand 
Ballroom were dressed with custom-made light trough 
bulkheads, in some areas total length of the light troughs 
were 150m-200m in length. Hundreds of casts needed to 
be manufactured in a short amount of time, which meant 
producing products with small radiuses from 1 metre up 
to large radiuses of 300 metres and totalling in length 
in some cases 80 metres long. Total metres in castings 
required were just over 3000 metres, all the mouldings that 
were manufactured were made from plasterglass and were 

installed to the Lobby Bar, Grand Ballroom, Foyer, Public 
areas and Porte Cochere. Working at the Crown Towers was 
a challenging job for many reasons. The timeframe was 
unrealistic and the architect was based in Las Vegas, which 
made it difficult to communicate.

Commercial > $500,000 
AWCI NZ 
ANZ Building 
Seddon’s – The Fibrous Plaster Company/Hush Interiors  
Construction of this three-storey commercial building 
comprised a basement carpark, three upper floors of 
individual office suites, ground floor housing public cafe 
and retail units. Hush Interiors was sub-contracted to carry 
out all ceiling works throughout the building, including 
suspended ceilings in the upper office areas. In conjunction 
with Seddon’s of Dunedin, the ground floor feature ceilings 
within the open glazed atrium were seismically designed 
by BVT Engineering and installed around all mechanical, 
electrical and sprinkler services. Hush created the 
suspended framework from timber profiled supports based 
on architect plans, below a “floating” braced ply deck. All 
the radius up-lighters and angles are cast fibrous plaster 

supplied, fixed and stopped by Seddons. Each individual 
radius was a separate mould, some only had a few casts 
taken off them. Site measurements of the timber framework 
were taken to ensure accuracy. As the set out was extremely 
detailed, close attention was to given to the installation 
in both framework and plaster casts so as to ensure a 
seamless transition from the curves to the straights. 

13www.awci.org.au
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Decorative 
AWCI WA 
Crown Towers Hotel 
Perth Plaster Mouldings 
The manufacture of many different moulds were required 
for this job and they were all created and installed by Perth 
Plaster Mouldings. The public areas outside the Grand 
Ballroom were dressed with custom-made light trough 
bulkheads, in some areas the total length of the light 
troughs were 150m-200m. Hundreds of casts needed to 
be manufactured in a short amount of time, which meant 
producing products with small radiuses from 1 metre up 
to large radiuses of 300 metres and totalling in length 
in some cases 80 metres long. Total metres in castings 
required were just over 3000 metres. All the mouldings that 
were manufactured were made from plasterglass and were 

installed to the Lobby Bar, Grand Ballroom, Foyer, Public 
areas and Porte Cochere. Working at the Crown Towers was 
a challenging job for many reasons. The timeframe was 
unrealistic and the architect was based in Las Vegas, which 
made it difficult to communicate.

Decorative 
AWCI Victoria 
Palais Theatre, St Kilda 
Old Melbourne Plaster Pty Ltd 
The scope of works at The Palais Theatre began with 
removing 90 years of building and maintenance waste 
from above all three ceiling domes as well as removing 
nicotine off the surface of the domes. Old Melbourne 
Plaster then vacuumed the back of all the domes and 
sprayed with a Westock glue (PVA) to soak through the 
deteriorating plaster glass. They then re-skimmed all 
domes as a previous contractor had cut them all off, 
therefore making the 25metre diameter dome extremely 
dangerous. After all the domes were secured, the team 
replicated and replaced the damaged moulds and parts 
of the surrounding light troughs and finally re-stucco’d 
all the surfaces. Major challenges included: carrying 
materials up a five-storey fire escape, then up to the 
domes; a timeframe of five weeks with a 15-person 

crew; having to secure some heritage items, and not 
being allowed to use desired finishes, as certain items 
were Heritage Victoria protected; and working off a 
25metre high scaffold. Despite the challenges, the Old 
Melbourne Plaster team loved this project and were 
motivated to overcome each and every hurdle presented 
to achieve an excellent result. 

Facade 
AWCI Victoria 
Quarry House 
WS Images Pty Ltd 
Quarry House is a renovation and addition to an existing 
Victorian terrace house in Brunswick East. The design takes 
its cues from the history of the local area, with particular 
reference to the brick and bluestone quarrying industries 
upon which Brunswick was founded. The upper floor recalls 
the local bluestone industry through naturally occurring 
bluestone formations. These tessellated patterns are 
formed when basaltic lava flow cools to create bluestone, 
cracking and shearing in geometric fragments. The upper 
storey is clad in folded Alpolic/fr zinc-faced composite 
panels that recall columnar basalt, eroded at the rear façade 
to provide an arched, cave-like outline to the new master 
bedroom window. One of the biggest challenges was finding 
a facade contractor willing to take on the job of creating the 
complex geometry at the rear of the house. A number of zinc 
installers pulled out of the project, citing the geometrical 

complexities as being too great for traditional zinc 
installation techniques. The decision was made to change 
to a zinc-faced composite panel system, which could better 
accommodate the folded hexagonal extrusions. Unique 
panel types were designed and shop drawn, then CAD/CAM 
cut and routed by CSP Architectural. The panels were then 
folded, assembled and installed by WS Images over a laser 
cut plywood box-beam substrate. The resulting façade is 
constructed with a dimensional tolerance of less than 1mm.



Facade 
AWCI WA 
Multi User Facility Geraldton 
Ozset Australia Pty Ltd 
This project definitely has the wow factor. Equitone 
and Barestone exterior cladding were the special 
feature materials used on this project. The Equitone 
and Barestone had to be continually assessed by the 
team to achieve a precise to millimetre spacing required 
between the sheets. Delays in the exterior cladding 
materials, being a product made in Belgium with 
extremely long lead times meant Ozset Australia had to 
be precise in ordering and extra vigilant in cutting and 
strategic planning on where each panel was placed to 

minimise waste. The other challenge was the weather, 
Geraldton is known as “windy harbour” and this we saw 
firsthand and were able to overcome this with patience 
and being versatile.

Specialist Linings 
AWCI Qld 
The Kitchens Robina 
Wadsworth Contracting 
ADCO’s successful delivery of Stage 2A of the Market 
Hall at Robina for QIC has seen Wadsworth Contracting 
appointed to deliver the next stage of the redevelopment. 
This $55 million project ties into Stage 2A and completes 
the new Market Hall section of the centre, culinary 
playground known as the “The Kitchens”. Slatted timber 
ceilings form a wave effect that twists and curves in 
different directions and is integrated with south-facing 
windows. This effect is repeated several times down the 

length of the mall and installation involved working at 
considerable heights from time to time. Make a point to 
have lunch at the kitchens to see this spectacle.

Residential < $100,000 
AWCI WA 
Private Residence 
Ceiling Force 
The judging panel was very impressed with the design 
and the standard of work carried out on this project. 
All of the ceilings were on metal framing, with standard 
plasterboard, insulation and shadowline finish to the wall 
and ceiling junction. Other features of this project are the 
recessed curtain pelmets, bulkheads, floating bulkheads, 
light troughs and layered ceilings. The other challenge with 
this project was the main ceiling being painted black. The 
project had many challenges working in with other trades, 

including air-conditioning and electrical, all overcome by 
extensive planning when designing actual ceilings and 
‘outside the square’ solutions developed in conjunction 
with other trades.

Residential > $100,000 
AWCI WA 
Private Residence 
Premier Ceilings (WA) Pty Ltd 
The judging panel was treated to another Premier Ceilings 
outstanding ceiling project. The ceilings consisted of metal 
framing with standard plasterboard. Features of the ceilings 
included bulkheads (straight and curved); Plasterglass light 
troughs; curtain pelmet bulkheads; Rondo shadowline 
bead to the wall and ceiling junction to some of the areas; 
Plasterglass cornice (two sizes) to most of the house; 
straight walls and curved walls. The judging panel was very 
impressed with the quality of the work carried out.

15www.awci.org.au



PROFILE

A life less ordinary

Steve Jupp was born in the UK in January 1947, during 
one of the coldest winters on record. 

As a youngster, he developed a love of travel at a very 
early age; his father worked for an airline, so he was 
fortunate to travel Europe extensively before the era of 
package holidays. Steve’s mother was very successful 
in retail as a furniture consultant with major London 
department stores, and her guidance and advice proved 
invaluable throughout his life. 

Steve left high school at 16 and took on a job as an 
estimator’s assistant at a roofing company, where he 
learned to take quantities from drawings. From there, 
he did similar jobs in the suspended ceiling industry, 
becoming an estimator and then supervising and 
managing projects, not only doing ceilings but also 
internal fit-outs.

In 1970, Steve had the opportunity to spend two months 
backpacking around the USA from the East Coast to the 
West Coast. While visiting Washington DC, he even met 
and chatted with the then US President Richard Nixon.

In 1972, after his then employer went out of business, 
Steve worked for a period on the tools during the day and 
in a pub at night to save up for further travels. He came 
to Australia in January 1973 for a holiday, and liked it so 
much he cashed in his return ticket and stayed on.

“I worked initially in suspended ceilings as a supervisor 
where I first came across Rondo, then moved into 
commercial aluminium window industry as a supervisor 
and project manager, and later project planning on the 
manufacturing side of the business,” Steve says.

He later moved over to residential window manufacturer 
with the same company where he was in control of 
production planning. From there, he moved into a sales 
role with an importer of suspended ceiling panels, where 
he crossed paths with Rondo – this time as a customer.

In August 1994, Steve joined Rondo as a Technical Sales 
Representative. After a few years in that position he 
moved into the office fulltime as national production 
development manager – a role that eventually became 
product and innovation manager.   

Steve became involved with AWCI while selling ceiling 
panels, and remembers the regular monthly dinners 
at the Rockdale Businessmen’s Club. In 2010, Rondo’s 
delegate to the AWCI National Executive, Don Pursche, 
retired and Steve took up his position.  

“Representing Rondo on the organising sub-committee for 
the AWCI ANZ Annual Conference has been very rewarding 

to experience the growth in this regular event, which has 
done so much to put the AWCI ANZ on the map,” Steve 
says, recalling a number of memorable milestones.

“I was privileged to witness many major building 
projects evolve from holes in the ground to world-class 
buildings and venues. The highlight of those was being 
involved in so many projects in and around Sydney and 
the 2000 Olympics.”

Having been deeply involved in the building industry for 
more than 50 years, Steve says changes in construction 
methods and method of management of projects have 
been enormous.

“The most obvious of these being D&C or, to be more 
accurate, C&D – pardon the cynicism – together with 
the changes to site safety and regulation around that 
important aspect of construction,” Steve says.

“We must not lose sight, however, of the need for 
a skilled workforce. Governments, employers and 
organisations such as the AWCI ANZ must ensure the 
trades we represent are seen by young people leaving 
school, both males and females, as viable, satisfying 
and rewarding careers.

“To that end, we have to ensure apprentices still  
have a position in our workplace as well as providing the 
opportunity to undertake training both on and off the job.

“I consider myself fortunate to have met and worked 
with so many fantastic people in this industry 
throughout my career. It has also been equally 
rewarding to have been able to pass on personal 
experiences to those coming up within the industry.” 

As for the future, Steve hopes to indulge his lifelong 
interests of travel, motorsport, photography and 
commercial aviation. 
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This issue AWCI ANZ farewells outgoing executive board member Steve Jupp, 
whose dedication to the industry and its betterment has been invaluable.

HeartKids Holly Williams and Matilda 
Williams were happy to receive a 
Rondo booth prize from Steve Jupp

Geoff and Karen Collicott caught up 
with Steve at the AWCI Conference
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The contemporary global economic environment 
remains heavily influenced by the surprise election of 
Donald Trump, tragic terrorist actions and significant 
geo-political instability.

In Australia we live with the high school antics of 
parliamentarians, the (avoidable) concern as to whether 
we have enough energy to keep the lights on, concerns 
as to whether households can afford to keep the lights 
on, which when combined with slow wages growth 
makes households and businesses feel like they are 
getting left behind.

Long before the advent of ‘The Trump’ and the battle 
with his best mate – the Little Rocket Man – global 
economic and political uncertainty around post-GFC 
reform was rife, while at home Australia simply couldn’t 
find a way to get fully back to its feet following the 
Global Financial Crisis (GFC). 

Australia’s new home building sector has shone 
through all of this, posting its longest and largest 
upcycle in history. Across direct and indirect influences, 
the new home building sector generated $150 billion 
of economic activity a year, created substantial 
employment opportunities, and from an economic 
perspective effectively saved Australia’s bacon.

Now that residential building is (moderately) on the 
wane, non-residential construction is coming to the fore 
at a time when overall private business investment in 

Australia is being constrained by political uncertainty.

Both the res and non-res stories are good for members 
of the AWCI ANZ.

Last year there was an extraordinary 233,615 residential 
dwellings started in Australia. This level represented the 
peak of the cycle and was 26 per cent higher than the 
previous cyclical record way back in 1994.

As 2017 draws to a close, there are a number of positive 
factors to highlight for members of the Association of 
Wall and Ceiling Industries.

Firstly, there is a near record amount of residential work 
in the pipeline so a peaking in this new home building 
cycle isn’t being followed by an immediate downturn of 
significant proportion.

Secondly, the enormous building upcycle was driven 
by a surge in Australia’s east coast apartment markets 
which led ‘multi-unit’ starts to more than double from 
trough to peak – up by 114 per cent (to a record level of 
116,000 over the 12 months to March 2016). Since that 
time multi-unit starts have only fallen by 10 per cent 
and the large pipeline of residential work previously 
mentioned consists mainly of what I referred to on 
Hamo as the ‘medium/high density’ (MHD) market. 

This MHD market has moved from just over 54,000 
dwelling starts to 115,891 during the upcycle and the 
pipeline looks good. To put this into perspective, during 

A healthy outlook for 
construction activity

Over the last few years the economic landscape has been uneven, often less than 
picturesque and sometimes downright ugly. 



the last cycle detached house starts rose from 89,748 
to 117,497 and the pipeline is relatively small. So, the 
outlook for higher rise residential construction in 2018 
remains a bright one.

Thirdly, non-residential construction is revving up, 
mainly but far from solely in public infrastructure 
investment. There is considerable growth potential in 
2018 and 2019.

Let’s examine each of these three factors in turn.

This new home building cycle has what I referred to in 
my presentation as ‘a very long tail’. I expect that most 
of what is sitting in the pipeline will get built, especially 
given that mortgage rates remain at record lows and 
population growth is still running swiftly, especially in 
Victoria but also in New South Wales and Queensland.

In terms of individual states don’t forget that new home 
building conditions are very diverse around Australia. 
The kingmakers are Victoria and New South Wales, 
as evidenced in the HIA Housing Scorecard report. In 
my ‘around the grounds’ update I highlighted NSW, 
Victoria, Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory 
as the locations with good potential in 2018.

It is particularly relevant to AWCI ANZ members that the 
long residential construction tail is dominated by MHD 
product, the second point I made above. Sure, there 
are higher rise markets we need to keep a close eye on 
for downside risk – inner Brisbane and parts of inner 
Melbourne are the prominent examples. Overall, the short 
term outlook remains very healthy, with the dominant 
markets being NSW and Victoria. Remember, even if some 
sub-markets for apartments become oversupplied due to 
the large pipeline of units still to be built, markets tend to 
absorb pockets of oversupply quite quickly.

The third point above relates to non-residential 
construction. Here the news is promising.

Each quarter Australian Construction Insights (ACI), 
the consultancy arm of HIA Economics, releases the 
Construction Monitor. This report is focused solely on 
Australia’s non-residential building and engineering 
construction markets. The latest edition (Spring 2017) 
contains good news for readers.

The latest ACI Construction Monitor assesses that the 
outlook is strengthening for non-residential building 
in Australia (as opposed to a ‘neutral’ or ‘weakening’ 
outlook). The sectors to look out for are: transport 
buildings; offices; warehouses; agricultural and aqua 
cultural buildings; education; aged care; and short term 
accommodation. For the record, the sectors to keep an 
eye on in terms of engineering construction are: roads, 
highways and subdivisions; bridges, railways and 
harbours; and water storage and supply.

The most notable aspect of non-residential 
construction is the record upswing in public sector 
infrastructure investment.

19www.awci.org.au

There should be opportunity to ‘double-up’ in 2018 
in NSW and Victoria. As I noted at the conference, the 
volume of MHD construction in both Victoria and NSW 
will hold up well in 2018. The ‘double-up’ stems from 
these two states being ranked number one (Victoria) 
and two (NSW) by the unique methodology used in the 
ACI Construction Monitor. Note that Tasmania is ranked 
third in the latest Construction Monitor, but also looks 
set for a stronger year in 2018 for new home building.

To have the two biggest economies in Australia, plus 
a smaller market, set for synchronised strength in 
new residential and non-residential building is a clear 
positive as we look to next year.

For information about the HIA Housing Scorecard 
and other publications and services provided by HIA 
Economics, visit www.hia.com.au and look for the 
Economic Info tab at the top of the page. Remember that 
the majority of publications and services provided by 
the Economics team are complimentary to members of 
the HIA. For information regarding the ACI Construction 
Monitor – flagship report of the consultancy arm of HIA 
Economics, visit www.aciresearch.com.au 

Dr Harley Dale,  
HIA Chief Economist
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Q   On a recent job, the recess tapes on the ceiling 
began to fall out immediately following the 
drying of the compound. I use long set basecoat 
and noticed it had set quicker than normal. 
I believe the compound was faulty as it was 
powdery, could be easily rubbed off and had 
not set hard. It was a hot day and I have not 
experienced this before or since.

A  It appears you may have experienced what is 
commonly known as ‘dry out’. This is where the 
compound actually ‘dries’ before the chemical 
reaction of the basecoat has had time to take 
place, to let it ‘set’ hard. Jobs where taping 
process commences on hot days, especially in 
the middle of the day, are most at risk. This is 
particularly relevant if the recess does not get filled 
sufficiently and there is little compound above or 
below the tape. Moisture will be lost both through 
evaporation and absorption through both the 
plasterboard and the tape. Fill the recess as part of 
the taping process. Caution must be advised when 
the ceiling is hot to the touch. If the temperature 
is above 37 degrees Celsius then it may be worth 
leaving for a cooler day. A 45-minute basecoat will 
perform better under these conditions rather than 
a long set one.

Q   I am currently working on a block of units where 
the prepaint patching appears to be never ending. 
It is never more than “do the prepaint patching” 
and it’s all over. What can I do?

A  This is a good question, and one that highlights 
a change in our industry (you can read Jim 
Browning’s article on this very subject on the 
page opposite). Today we seem to have too many 
inspections only too happy to find fault, the 
use of inappropriate lights being shone up and 
down the walls at all times of the day and night, 
and none being inspected as per the ANZ 2589 
standard to which we work. And once that’s done, 
they bring in another inspection “just in case”! 
After all that, the painter appears and breaks 
every rule in the book without question. When a 
plasterer’s work is subject to this sort of scrutiny, 
the contract should state level 5, not level 4. It 
is worth writing into your quotation a prepaint/
finish off process. This way, when works are 
complete, the job will be marked up by you and 
the builder’s representative, fixed, checked once 
and signed off. Subsequent issues are part of the 
painter’s normal preparation. Any major issues 

that become apparent after the first coat of rolled 
paint, they should call for a joint inspection. If the 
painter applies a second coat before complaining, 
it is his problem.

Q   Screw popping constantly forms part of my 
maintenance list with one builder in particular. Can 
this be eliminated?

A  The building codes deem screw pops to be a 
defect, however, often this is not a plastering 
issue yet the plasterer gets the blame. 
Unfortunately there is no immunity to screw 
popping. The correct screws of 32mm W type in 
timber and 25mm S type in metal is important, 
glue in the correct positions is another. Screw 
popping is an industry issue that has plagued 
plasterboard for many years, mainly where direct 
fix occurs. They appear to be prevalent in homes 
with dark-coloured roofing and insufficient 
ventilation but also where there is frame 
movement, slab movement, truss shrinkage, 
etc... the list is endless. Never become involved 
in carrying out repairs too early, as some pops 
can return, especially where truss/timber 
shrinkage occurs. Try to leave them for six to 
12 months. However, it is very, very rare to 
see screw pops in battened ceilings, and this 
should be a discussion with your builder. For 
a little extra cost, maintenance and repainting 
are history. Ceiling collapses are reduced 
dramatically as well.

Q   I recently completed an insurance job for a water-
affected ceiling. It was a large ceiling but only a 
small section needed to be replaced. The owner is 
now saying the ceiling didn’t look like this before 
and he won’t accept it. I haven’t been paid yet.

A  This can be fairly common with any rectification. 
Any partial replacement will more than likely now 
have some butt joints that weren’t there before. 
More than likely no one ever paid any attention to 
the old ceiling but now that it has been repaired 
and repainted, everyone looks up. Also, they may 
have changed their lighting system. One thing is 
for certain, the more they inspect it, the worse it 
becomes. With any rectification work, whether 
partial replacement or adding a new section to an 
old house, it is important to write into the quote 
that partial replacement or matching old to new will 
not be a perfect finish, and additional joints and 
imperfections may be visible.

Ask the Panel...
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We have seen countless innovations introduced, all 
with the hope of providing what is now an almost out 
of control expectation of an automotive-type finish on 
plasterboard surfaces. Some of these attempts have 
included plaster/paint-type products in roll on, spray 
on, trowel on, the next level liner board paper quality… 
the list goes on.

While plasterboard manufacturers continue to work 
towards meeting industry demands, the same level 
of enthusiasm has not been met by some of the 
industry’s other stakeholders. Meanwhile, we battle to 
contend with floor-to-ceiling glass, window walls at the 
end of long hallways, highlight windows with glancing 
light down raking ceilings, those that don’t understand 
that the joint direction must run parallel with the light, 
indiscriminate placement of artificial light (downlights 
placed adjacent to walls), etc.

The whole process is followed by paint application that 
lacks the opacity to provide minimal hiding power and 
will consist in part of two-coat systems with little or no 
attempt at serious back-rolling. Another imposition we 
seem to have inherited is the dreaded light inspection 
process to assist with identification of minor 
blemishes, nicks and scratches, and –depending 
on who’s doing the marking up – any job previously 
considered to be of good standard may now take an 
extra couple of days.

By now, everyone except the plasterer is happy. The 
painter has a lot less work and the builder believes he 
has improved the finish at no extra cost. Help!

Jim Browning

There have been many attempts over the years by the plaster industry to achieve 
the elusive blemish-free finish. 

Expectations of plaster finishes
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Building Certifiers, builders and building product 
suppliers have all come under the spotlight following 
the Lacrosse fire in Melbourne’s Docklands. In addition, 
non-compliance is currently costing millions of dollars 
in rectification works throughout Australia. Therefore, 
obtaining fully compliant documentation to adequately 
cover yourself is paramount when installing or signing 
off on passive fire protection products and installations.

FRLs and passive fire protection
Ensuring your building is compliant by meeting the DTS 
Provisions of the BCA (NCC) using Tested Systems is 
generally a simple task when these steps are followed:
n If a new build, identify at planning stage where fire 

stopping is likely to be required. For new builds 
and retro-builds, ensure there are products on 
the market that can compliantly address the fire 
stopping requirements.

n Contact the relevant manufacturer/supplier or your 
preferred passive fire protection contractor and ask 
them to provide you with Evidence of Suitability in 
the manufacturer’s/supplier’s name in the form 
of a Regulatory Information Report/Assessment 
Report from a Registered Test Authority that clearly 
shows a construction detail for your specific 
onsite application. Glossy data sheets/technical 
installation manuals and letters from manufacturers/
suppliers are NOT “Evidence of Suitability”.

n The passive fire protection company or anyone 
carrying out passive fire protection works must 
ensure their installation is carried out in strict 
accordance with the correct construction details 
contained in the RIR or Assessment Report.

n Once the installations have been carried out, the 
Evidence of Suitability for products used is given to 
the Building Certifier for compliance.

n If the Building Certifier or their deemed-to-be-
competent person (inspector) wishes to verify 
the onsite installation is compliant, they simply 
have to ensure that the installed works mirror the 
correct construction details contained in the RIR or 
Assessment Report.

n Any deviation from these steps for reasons of 
perceived cost-cutting or a Building Consultant’s 
mistaken interpretation of the BCA (NCC) 
requirements may lead to a non-compliant building 
in need of costly rectification works and/or in the 
worst case scenario some serious questions to 
answer in the unfortunate event of a Coroner’s 
Inquest. If a manufacturer/supplier is either un-
willing or unable to provide compliant “Evidence 
of Suitability” for their products, how do you know 
whether they are compliant or not? Remember, it’s 
your reputation on the line, not theirs.

Evidence of Suitability
Where an FRL is concerned, A2.2, A2.3 and 
Specification A2.3 must be met. This is a report from 
a Registered Test Authority that may be in the form of 
either a Test Report, Regulatory Information Report 
or Assessment Report, which clearly contains but not 
limited to the following:
n Which type of substrate the main fire stopping 

product can be adhered to with full construction 
details

n Speedpanel walls, FR Plasterboard Walls, Block 
Walls, Hebel, Pronto Panel, etc.

n Concrete floors, FR Plasterboard Ceilings, etc.
n Max size of opening in each specific substrate 

which the main fire stopping product may protect
n Orientation of main fire stopping product 

(horizontal/vertical)
n Which services can pass through the main fire 

stopping seal and which products/systems are 
used to locally fire stop them 

n A Test Report does not expire, however, Formal 
Opinions, Regulatory Information Reports and 
Assessment Reports do and will become invalid 
after a period of 10 years from date of issue, IAW 
AS4072.1-2005 Section 4.2 sub-section (c) (ix). 

When a catastrophe occurs, the general knee-jerk reaction is to look  
for someone to blame. 

Passive Fire Protection Product 
and Installation Compliance

22 www.awci.org.au

TBA Firefly testing some of their products at 
Exova Warringtonfire in Dandenong
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Therefore any Opinions, RIRs or Assessment 
Reports that do not show an expiry date will have 
automatically expired during 2015 at the very latest, 
rendering said reports INVALID.

Test certificates
A Certificate from a Registered Test Authority has not 
been a route to compliance since the introduction of 
AS1530.4-2005 and AS4072.1-2005.

n All certificates must have an expiry date and the 
maximum duration is 10 years.

n All certificates must contain the following wording 
or similar:

THIS CERTIFICATE IS PROVIDED FOR GENERAL INFORMATION 
ONLY AND DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THE REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS FOR EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE.

The insulation part of an FRL may be waived 
on all metal pipes 

(Not quite that simple)

Option 1. In accordance with C3.15 (a) Tested Systems 
(ii): The Insulation may be waived on pipes made 
entirely of metal which pass through a fire wall/floor if 
they have been Tested in accordance with AS1530.4 and 
AS4072.1 and achieved the required Integrity part of 
the FRL  and:
n Any combustible building element is not able to be 

located within 100mm of the service for a distance 
of 2m from the penetration; and

n Combustible material is not able to be located 
within 100mm of the service for a distance of 2m 
from the penetration; and

n It is not located within a required exit.

Requirements to meet this clause:
n A report from a Registered Test Authority which 

covers the following information:
a. The metal pipe has been tested in accordance with 

AS1530.4 and AS4072.1 
b. The fire stopping products used
c. The FRL achieved (Integrity)
d. Min-Max Pipe sizes
e. The specific substrate it may pass through
n There are various options to ensure that nothing 

combustible may be located within the 100mm 
exclusion zone for a distance of 2m either side of 
the penetration:

a. Box-out from either side of the penetration for a 
distance of 2m using plasterboard.

b. Create a metal cage around the metal pipe for a 
distance of 2m from either side of the penetration.

c. Wrap out 2m using 100mm thick flexible non-
combustible material Tested to AS1530.

d. It is not always possible to wrap out 2m to either 
side of the penetration due to space issues.

Option 2.  In accordance with C3.15 (c) Compliance with 
Specification C3.15.

To enable the insulation to be waived on metal pipes 
that are not normally filled with liquid the application 
must meet ALL of the following criteria:
n The pipe must be made entirely of metal
n The metal pipe must be in a single core hole that 

does not contain any other services and the core 
hole must be a minimum of 200mm from any other 
service penetration.

n The metal pipe cannot pass through more than 2 
fire compartments.

n The pipe must have an exclusion zone of 100mm 
around its perimeter for a distance of 2m either side 
of the fire wall/floor so that nothing combustible 
can come into contact with it.

n The pipe does not contain flammable or 
combustible liquid or gas

n In addition all of the requirements of Specification 
C3.15 part 3 and Clause 7 must be met.

n The gap between the metal pipe and wall/floor or 
ceiling must be fire stopped using a fire stopping 
product which meets Clause 7 of Specification C3.15

       Clause 7. Fire-stopping.
n (a) Material: Detailed in a report from a Registered 

Testing Authority that the material used for fire 
stopping ie: mastics, sealants, insulation, mortars, 
compounds or boards etc. have been proven by test 
to not flow at temperatures below 1120 degrees C, 
when tested to ISO 540. 

n (e) Test: Detailed in a report from a Registered 
Testing Authority that the fire stopping material has 
been tested to AS1530.4 and met the required FRL 
when tested using the Test Criteria contained within 
Clause 7 (e) Test.

It’s quite a complicated, nigh impossible and 
potentially expensive task to meet either of the two 
options when attempting to waive the insulation 
criteria of a metal pipe due to the vast amount of 
restrictions which both solutions entail. By meeting 
this clause, you are de-rating the FR wall, floor or 
ceiling which the metal pipes are passing through, this 
is why ALL restrictions must be met.

NONE of the restrictions contained within option 1 or 
2 are applicable to a system that has been tested to 
AS1530.4 and assessed in accordance with AS4072.1 
and has met the full Integrity and Insulation criteria of 
the FRL. Therefore, the easiest and most cost effective 
way to meet compliance is to simply specify a fire 
stopping system for the pipe, which achieves the full 
Integrity and Insulation of the floor or wall through 
which it penetrates. C3.15 (a) Tested Systems (i): 

Trevor Kempster,  
National Sales Manager, TBA Firefly Australia
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The Australian Standard AS/NZS2589 provides 
the requirements for the application and finishing 
of Gypsum linings in residential and commercial 
applications, and therefore is an appropriate starting 
point. Per the standard, Level 4, is the recommended 
general standard of finish unless prevailing conditions 
require otherwise, which can be accessed via the matrix 
provided in the standard.

While the standard provides a whole raft of information 
around the application and finishing of gypsum linings, 
the fundamental principle is to ensure an acceptable 
level of finish is achieved and all parties agree on the 
expected outcomes.

Some of the more obvious criteria to consider:

n Materials of construction

n Acceptable deflection limits

n Critical lighting

n Heating, ventilation and ambient conditions

n Application – ceiling under floor, ceiling under roof etc.

All materials expand and contract due to changes in 
temperature, however, some materials will also expand 
and contract due to changes in moisture (humidity) as 
well. It is reasonable then to match materials based on 
their expansion/contraction rates, or conversely separate 
materials when close compatibility cannot be achieved.

For this reason, it is important to understand the materials 
of construction, and their compatibility requirements.

It is unreasonable and cost prohibitive to construct 
dwellings that do not move, when subjected to imposed 

loads, apart from the fact this may not always provide 
an acceptable solution.

Once we accept the building must move, it is then 
necessary to ensure the linings covering the structural 
frame can accommodate the expected movement or are 
appropriately isolated from this movement. Isolation is 
best handled by providing secondary framing members, 
capable of accommodating the structural movement, 
whilst maintaining adequate support for the linings.

The above commentary covers a very, very small 
portion of the factors that can ultimately determine the 
performance, or lack thereof, of the ceiling system. In 
reality, it is not possible to sit down and contemplate 
every possible scenario for every single project and 
accordingly it is best to rationalise back to a system 
which provides the lowest possible risk of failure at a 
reasonable cost.

For this reason, Rondo recommends that all ceilings in 
residential dwellings be battened out prior to installing 
the linings.

Craig Keen,  
General Manager - Products and Services 
Rondo Building Services Pty Ltd

The question often arises, should a plasterboard ceiling in a home be fixed directly 
to the underside of the roof trusses or floor joists, or should it be battened?

Steel battens for domestic ceilings
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The AWCI ANZ RTO staff and Trainer and Assessors are 
committed to raising the standards of Training within 
the Wall and Ceiling Industry. We are passionate, 
dedicated, hardworking and enthusiastic. As a National 
RTO we are committed to providing quality training 
in a timely and professional manner, consistent with 
Industry standards.  

Qualification courses:
Apprentices are the future of our industry but sadly, 
research indicates that only about 50 per cent will 
complete their apprenticeship. But 80 per cent of 
apprentices who commence their training with AWCI 
ANZ RTO complete their training and refer our RTO to 
colleagues. Our Trainers partner with employers to keep 
apprentices engaged and committed to completing 
their apprenticeship. 

Apprenticeship Training is delivered in the following 
courses:
n CPC31211 Certificate III Wall and Ceiling Lining
n CPC31011 Certificate III in Solid Plastering

Training is delivered onsite at the convenience of the 
employer, apprentice and trainer. AWCI ANZ RTO has a 
Skills First Victoria contract for 2017. Funding is available 
for eligible apprentices. We currently have over 70 
apprentices training. Feedback from Employers and 
Apprentices regarding the training is significantly high.  
Employers are undertaking some units of competency 
along with the apprentices as refresher information.

Accredited Industry Insulation Installers Course 

ICANZ, AWCI ANZ, Insulation Australasia (IA) and 
the Clean Energy Council (CEC) have developed and 
implemented a nationally accredited installer training 
course to ensure installers are in full compliance with 
the latest Australian Standards. This two-day course is 

being conducted nationally.   

Key elements covered include:
n Identify authorised installation materials and 

techniques
n Standards, regulations and codes
n Worksafe methods and practices, hazards and controls
n Risk assessments and PPE
n Electrical isolation procedures
n Record and report the results of inspections.

The insulation industry has welcomed the opportunity 
to work with the NSW Government to reduce household 
power bills through improved energy efficiency in 
the state. Through a partnership with the insulation 
industry, the NSW Government will ensure installers 
taking part in its programs are fully qualified to install 
insulation safely and to the highest standards.

Industry engagement 
AWCI ANZ RTO is engaging with key stakeholders to 
develop and deliver quality industry training. 

Industry-specific courses are being developed to 
ensure industry employees are recognised as being 
knowledgeable, skilled, informed and equipped in 
many industry aspects. At a recent pilot conducted 
in Victoria and NSW, course participants dirtied their 
hands as they mastered the understanding of hanging 
and stopping, patching both small and large holes, 
scratches and joins, systems approach and a greater 
understanding to the research behind the product. 
Many of the WHY questions were answered by our 
experienced and knowledgeable trainer.   

For further information regarding the AWCI ANZ RTO and 
Training opportunities, please refer to our website  
www.awci.org.au/rto or e-mail adminrto@awci.org.au.

Training with AWCI ANZ RTO 
AWCI ANZ RTO (Registered Training Organisation) is a National Training Provider (70212) 
delivering qualifications, short courses and industry training.  
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Doug Smith informed the board of his retirement next 
year, so the board has been planning the future of this 
association. The board has taken the first steps to lay 
a foundation for growth and are excited on its first of 
many changes to be made. We would like to thank Doug, 
who sat in the role of Executive Officer over the years, 
with multiple successes under his guidance.

On November 6, Viane Watson started his new role as 
Executive Officer for AWCI QLD. The board employed 
an experienced and qualified Executive Officer who we 
believe is a great fit for the industry. Please see his profile 
on the page opposite.

In November the board finalised a strategic and 
operational plan that has commenced implementation.  
The board is so excited about its focus and believe 
membership/customer value is paramount. We want 
to get feedback from you regarding what is important 
about your membership.

Viane will work with the Queensland staff to help 
them set new goals and develop new key performance 
indicators that are in keeping with the strategic and 
operational plan.

Already we are hoping we can give you two value 
propositions that will come from investigating 
unbelievable rates for insurance and a service that will 
give you advice on human resource issues. They will be 
a phone call away to get the expertise you require.

As we ramp up for the Christmas break and everything is at 
fever pitch, the committee, staff and myself just wanted to 
sneak in a quick thank you for being members of the AWCI 
Qld. We wish you all the very best for a successful 2018 
and trust your order books fill quickly in the New Year.

State of the Industry
At this time every year it’s all hands on deck to wind up 
the year with as many completed projects as possible in 
the endeavour to move into the New Year with new jobs 
or new sections of existing projects. There is still plenty 
of work in the pipeline but it’s becoming softer at the 
other end at tender stage. 

Welcome aboard to our new members 

Active Minerals Australia – James Marsh 
Moose Plastering Pty Ltd – Mirsada Jakupovic 
Cladek Australia – Adnan Bijedic 
Allen’s Interiors – Neville Allen

Technical 
Legal

The AWCI Qld is noticing many contractors are having 
difficulty in administering their contracts, simply 
because they have no formal training and have tried to 
cope with knowledge they have gained by experience 

and by having their fingers burnt. With the Securities 
of payment legislation PBAs (project bank accounts) 
on the horizon, it will force those unscrupulous head 
contractors into formulating other strategies to withhold 
payment from our subbies. In the past few weeks we 
have had five members at a critical stage of coming to 
terms that they may have to forego monies owed or to 
rectify jobs, which all could be avoided if the contract 
was worded and administered correctly. 

This is a serious on going issue and the AWCI Qld 
offers your business assistance in handling contracts. 
Hundreds of people have done contracts administration 
training (aka the survival course and aptly named) and 
we suggest you do not continue putting it off. Contact 
Jane 38465688 in the office for the next course.

Legislation 
Queensland Chain of Supply Legislation

On November 1, 2017, the Queensland Government 
led National work on ways to address non-conforming 
building products, whether domestically manufactured 
or imported.

Key aspects of the Act  
Overview

The Act predominantly amends the Queensland Building 
and Construction Commission Act 1991 (Qld) by: 
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The AWCI Qld is noticing many contractors 
are having difficulty in administering their 
contracts, simply because they have no 
formal training and have tried to cope with 
knowledge they have gained by experience 
and by having their fingers burnt.



n introducing various duties regarding building 
products upon supply chain participants 
in the ‘chain of responsibility’ (designers, 
manufacturers, importers, suppliers and 
installers of building products);

n broadening and clarifying the powers of the 
Queensland Building and Construction Commission 
(QBCC) and the Minister; and

n establishing a Building Products Advisory Committee, 
with the aim of ensuring that building products are 
safe and fit for purpose.

The Act creates offences for the breach of duties, which 
carry penalties of up to 1,000 penalty units ($126,150).

Building Industry Fairness (Security of Payment) Bill 2017

On October 26 this bill was passed

The AWCI Qld has been working with Minister De Brenni 
and his Senior Policy Advisors since mid-2016 regarding 
the preparation and introduction of the Queensland 
Building Plan. During that period much correspondence 
has been exchanged with the AWCI Qld supporting 
change in the construction industry to ensure that 
payments due are not unnecessarily delayed, withheld 
or unpaid through the introduction of the Security of 
Payment Bill and the eventual abolishment of retentions.

The Security of Payments Bill is a step in the right 
direction as it is designed to ensure the monies the sub-
contractor is owed are secure and ensures they will have 
the best opportunity of being paid, against the current 
situation where many feel privileged if they are paid and 
especially, on time!

The AWCI Qld are aware of the impact the Security of 
Payment Bill will have in the industry and from the  

L-R Minister Mick de Brenni, John Kelly, Stacey Ross and Doug Smith

sub-contractor’s point of view, means they will now be 
able to spend that money on improving their businesses 
with new plant, equipment, vehicles and technology as 
they will receive the money which they’re entitled to as 
a result of performing work for reward.

Social
Queensland’s John Kelly of Precision Interior Linings and 
AWCI QLD Executive Officer Doug Smith recently visited 
the Women’s Health and Wellbeing Centre at Beenleigh 
with a special gift. John was proud to present Stacy Ross 
Women’s Health and Wellbeing Centre’s Leader and 
Change Maker with a cheque for $4,000 including his 
$2,000 prize as the overall winner of the Queensland 
Awards of Excellence and $2,000 of his own money.  

“I was thrilled to witness this act of generosity by one 
of our members and excited to see that this year’s prize 
money will be put to good use,” Doug Smith said.

Also present was Queensland Minister for Housing and 
Public Works and Minister for Sport, Hon Michael de Brenni.
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AWCI Qld appoints new 
Executive Officer
Viane Watson came to Australia 13 
years ago, in what was an extreme 
‘treechange’ of sorts. From his 
home in Whangarei, located at 
the top of New Zealand’s North 
Island, Viane went straight to work 
in an Aboriginal community near 
Katherine in the Northern Territory. 
As CEO of Lajamanu Community 
Government Council, the role 
presented a change of scenery that 
effectively took him from the beach 
to the desert.

Viane worked for the New Zealand 
Fire Service in Whangerei for nine 
years while also running a painting 
and paper hanging business on the 
side. After leaving the fire service, 
he ran his own consultancy for a 
further six years before moving into 
the local government sector. 

Viane has a Masters in Business 
Administration, and his career to 
date has included roles ranging 
from business consultant to chief 
executive officer of a number of 
peak bodies across Australia.

Viane’s specialised skills in 
governance set him in good stead 
to lead AWCI Qld into the future.

“My role with AWCI Qld is to set 
the association up so it can move 
forward, increase membership 
and provide additional service and 
value to members,” he explains.

Viane is especially pleased to settle 
down in Brisbane now, seeing 
as his five adult children and six 
grandchildren live here also. Viane 
and his wife are relishing the 
opportunity to spend time with the 
family and, when he’s not working, 
Viane enjoys spending time with 
friends as well as going to the gym.

Viane Watson



New Fair Work Laws Commenced
The Fair Work Amendment (Protecting Vulnerable 
Workers) Act 2017 has now come into effect, 
which means new higher penalties for serious 
contraventions of workplace laws and record 
keeping breaches have commenced. Under this 
new law, employers may face penalties by up to 
$126,000 (previously $12,600) per contravention for 
individuals, and to $630,000 (previously $63,000) 
per contravention for corporations. For more 
information visit www.fairwork.gov.au/about-us/
news-and-media-releases/2017-media-releases/
september-2017/20170915-protecting-vulnerable-
workers-bill-royal-assent

In addition to raising the maximum civil penalties for 
‘serious contraventions’, the Act explicitly prohibits an 
employer from making or keeping employee records 
that the employer knows are false or misleading; or 
giving a pay slip that the employer knows is false or 
misleading. In addition, employers that do not comply 
with record keeping obligations and cannot give a 
reasonable excuse for non-compliance will have to 
disprove any wage related claims made in a court. 
For this reason, keeping accurate records is vital to 
defend against underpayment claims.  Employers 
need to make sure they are meting pay slip and record 
keeping obligations – go to the following link for more 
information: www.fairwork.gov.au/pay/pay-slips-and-
record-keeping

With the new Act in place, employers are also banned 
from directly or indirectly requiring an employee to 
spend, or pay an amount of money or part of the 
employee’s wage (cash-back) if the requirement 
is unreasonable; and if the payment is directly or 
indirectly for the benefit of the employer. 

Example: Cashback schemes

James works as a labourer. His employer, Marcus, 
pays him the full award pay rates under the Building 
and Construction General Onsite Award but has told 
him that he has to give some of his pay back to him 
each week in cash because other people would work 
for a lower rate. He tells James if he doesn’t, he’ll stop 
getting work. This is a cashback scheme and isn’t 
allowed. Marcus is unreasonably making James give 
him money that isn’t for James’ benefit. Marcus could 
face penalties.

New fines to protect NSW workers from falls
29/09/2017

SafeWork NSW will soon have the power to issue 
penalty notices of up to $3600 to NSW workplaces if 
they fail to protect employees against falls from heights.

This year alone, SafeWork NSW has attended 234 

incidents involving falls from heights, including eight 
fatalities. Over half these incidents occurred in the 
construction industry.

Workers compensation data shows there were 12,136 
claims relating to falls from heights between 2013/14 
and 2015/16, representing a total cost of $327 million 
and total lost work time of 126,945 weeks. This 
significantly impacts workers, their families and the 
NSW economy.

Under amendments to the NSW Work Health and 
Safety Regulation being gazetted today, SafeWork 
NSW inspectors will be able to issue penalty notices 
of $3600 to corporations and $720 to individuals for 
breaches relating to falls from heights.

If the risk of injury to workers is imminent or serious, or 
if the workplace is considered to be a repeat offender, 
the fines can be issued on-the-spot.

“Every NSW worker has the right to work in a safe and 
healthy environment, so they can return to their homes 
and loved ones at the end of the day,” SafeWork NSW 
Executive Director Peter Dunphy said.

“A fall, even from a relatively low height, can result 
in serious injury or death. Most incidents could have 
been prevented if safe work systems such as safety 
harnesses or work platforms had been used.”

Mr Dunphy said the new penalty notices are also in 
response to industry concerns that some businesses 
gain a commercial advantage by cutting corners on 
worker safety.

“It is simply unacceptable that some employers are 
willing to put their workers’ lives at risk just to make 
extra money,” he said.

“Fining employers that ignore their work health and 
safety obligations will create a level playing field for 
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With the new Act in place, employers are 
also banned from directly or indirectly 
requiring an employee to spend, or 
pay an amount of money or part of the 
employee’s wage (cash-back) if the 
requirement is unreasonable; and if the 
payment is directly or indirectly for the 
benefit of the employer. 
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those employers who take safety seriously, while also 
saving lives.”

New fines will also be gazetted today for individuals 
who carry out asbestos removal or prescribed high-risk 
work without a licence. All new penalty notices will 
come into force from 1 November 2017.

For more information, visit SafeWork’s page on penalty 
notices or call 13 10 50.

2018 Golf Day Friday – March 9
The 2018 AWCINSW Golf Day is booked for March 
9 at Macquarie Links Golf Club, registration forms 
will be available and sent to members in the new 
year, or go to the AWICNSW website and download 
your registration form. Our golf day is always a great 
industry day out and we look forward to you joining us 
for another fun social and sporting day at Macquarie 
Links next March.

Election of Officers and Office Bearers
Nominations for the position of Officer and Delegate 
for 2018 are now open. Members should have received 
by email the nomination form, or can download this 
from www.nsw.awci.org.au. Nominations will close at 
midday on Friday, December 22.

AWCINSW AGM
The AWCI NSW Annual General Meeting will be 
conducted on Friday, March 9 at 7am at the dining 
room of Macquarie Links International Golf Club. All 
members will be provided with a notification of the 
AGM and agenda items closer to the date.

Christmas Operating Hours
The AWCI NSW Office will close on Friday, December 
22 and re-open on Monday, January 15. During the 
Christmas shutdown period, the AWCI NSW office will 
monitor calls and emails, and will respond to urgent 
matters as required.

Christmas Message from the President and 
AWCI NSW Executive
On behalf of the AWCI NSW Executive and Staff, I would 

like to take this opportunity to wish all our members, 
colleagues and their families a very happy and safe 
Christmas. We look forward to working with you all in 
2018 to provide benefits, promotion and growth of the 
wall and ceiling industry in NSW.

Tony Roberts 
President, AWCI NSW

AWCI NSW Training
AWCI NSW offers: 
CPC31211 Certificate III Wall and Ceiling Linings 
Apprenticeship program

CPC31211 Single Unit competencies from the  
training package  
Recognised Prior Learning Programs – 

Got the industry skills and experience but not the 
qualifications? Call us.

Electrical Test & Tag – 

Save time, money and enable you or your employees to 
do your own inhouse Electrical Test & Tag.

Stilts Training – 

Keep you and your employees safe when they are using 
stilts and keep your business safe and compliant with 
AWCI NSW’s stilts training. 

Insulation Installation Training – 

Want the pathway to getting on the Clean Energy 
Council as an accredited installer of insulation, contact 
AWCI NSW for training opportunities.

Passive Fire Installation Training – 

Take the industry accredited training to ensure you 
are complying with the most recent requirements for 
Passive Fire Systems Installations.

Please contact AWCI NSW on 02 9891 6188 for the 
above or any other training opportunities.

AWCI NSW – Your Industry, Your Training Provider 



Welcome AWCI Victoria’s new members to 
the state: 
Molloys Plastering 
Lux Homes Pty Ltd, A & P Plaster (Vic) Pty Ltd

John Cole Plastering 
DS Plastering, Advanced Master Group Pty Ltd 

New Apprentices:
John Conrad, Bradley Pope, Timothy Symons,  
Tyler Burnett, Lazaro Tuyisabe, Brendan James, 
Rhys Daniels, Nash Candy, Michael Woodhead,  
Ashley Stephens, Mohammad Zaoli, Shannon Howard, 
Oren Dennison, Jeremiah Eckels 

Tribute to Barry Jacobs AWCIV  
Honorary Life Member
We were recently advised by Barry’s eldest son, Nicholas 
that Barry passed away on September 28, 2017. 

Barry Jacobs was known to many AWCIV members and 
was held in very high esteem.

Gerard Moran recalls, “Barry would tell the story to staff 
and the industry of having worked prior for a number 
of businesses that Boral Ltd acquired, e.g. Cyclone 
and Australian Gypsum. Up to Barry’s retirement in the 
early ’90s, he was General Manager Vic/Tas – Boral 
Plasterboard (Victorboard), and over his career held 
a number of Senior Executive roles in Boral and other 
businesses. Barry was a great mentor and supporter to 
many people in the wider business and industry.”

Barry’s business acumen, passion and dedication will 
be long remembered. However, Barry’s golfing talents 
were questionable and he received many NAGA Awards. 
“At least he fronted!”

We offer our deepest sympathies to Barry’s family.

Membership benefits 
AWCIV has been forging partnerships with industry 
business to promote opportunities for our members to 
attend forums, professional development workshops, 
networking opportunities and roadshows. 

n Australian Cladding & Building Standards Summit

December 7-8, 2017 – Novotel on Collins, Melbourne

AWCIV is proud to be a supporting partner of this event.  
Member discount applies.

In the wake of the 2014 Lacrosse Tower fire in Melbourne 
and more recently the tragic fire in London’s Grenfell 
Tower, federal, state and local governments, regulators 
and industry bodies throughout Australia are faced with 
the urgent need for audits and testing of existing buildings 
for non-conforming building products. There are a number 

of unanswered questions around the need for new safety 
standards, a new system for compliance regulation and 
uncertainties around who pays for the replacement of non-
conforming building products. The Australian Cladding 
& Building Standards Summit will look to address these 
issues and more. This is going to be a landmark event for 
the building and construction industry.

n Protrade United – Business Success Webinar – How 
to Win more Quotes & Proposals  

In conjunction with our partner PROTRADE United, AWCIV is 
offering members the opportunity to benefit from valuable 
trades-based business information at this webinar.  

Further information regarding these events is available 
from AWCIV.

Education &Training  
AWCIV members continue to recognise the value of 
training and education and have supported Insulation 
Installers short courses. Apprentice numbers continue 
to grow steadily. A competing training providers 
in Victoria that offer the same qualifications have 
suspended training and are under investigation. AWCIV, 
together with AWCI ANZ, continue to promote high 
level, quality training by professional qualified and 
experienced Trainers and Assessors.

CPC31211 Certificate III in Wall and Ceiling Lining 
CPC31011   Certificate III in Solid Plastering 

Industry Insulation Installers Accredited 2 day Course

CPCCOHS1001A – Work safely in the Construction 
Industry and facilitation of Red to White Card transfers. 
CPCCBC4047A Quality Assure Fire Rated Lining Systems 
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NATIONAL Awards of Excellence 
The AWCI ANZ National Conference was held at Hamilton 
Island from October 8-11 with more than 300 attendees. 

Victoria was well represented, with delegates, partners, 
exhibitors and presenters. Seventy-five people from 
Victoria attended the conference.

The Victorian Executive and Awards of Excellence 
Judges were thrilled with the high calibre of entries 
received during 2017 for the Awards of Excellence. The 
quality and standard of work continues to increase 
each year.  All entrants from Victoria should be 
extremely proud of their efforts. AWCIV was delighted 
to see Old Melbourne Plaster and WS Images named 
joint winners in two categories.

Old Melbourne Plaster – Decorative –  
Palais Theatre, St Kilda

The scope of works at The Palais Theatre began with 
removing 90 years of building and maintenance waste 
from above all three ceiling domes as well as removing 
nicotine off the surface of the domes. Old Melbourne 
Plaster then vacuumed the back of all the domes and 
sprayed with a Westock glue (PVA) to soak through the 
deteriorating plaster glass. They then re-skimmed all 
domes as a previous contractor had cut them all off, 
therefore making the 25metre diameter dome extremely 
dangerous. After all the domes were secured, the team 
replicated and replaced the damaged moulds and parts 
of the surrounding light troughs and finally re-stucco’d 
all the surfaces. Major challenges included: carrying 
materials up a five-storey fire escape, then up to the 
domes; a timeframe of five weeks with a 15-person 
crew; having to secure some heritage items, and not 
being allowed to use desired finishes, as certain items 
were Heritage Victoria protected; and working off a 
25metre high scaffold. Despite the challenges, the Old 
Melbourne Plaster team loved this project and were 
motivated to overcome each and every hurdle presented 
to achieve an excellent result. 

WS Images – Façade 2 – Quarry House, Brunswick East

Quarry House is a renovation and addition to an existing 
Victorian terrace house in Brunswick East. The design 
takes its cues from the history of the local area, with 
particular reference to the brick and bluestone quarrying 
industries upon which Brunswick was founded. The upper 
floor recalls the local bluestone industry through naturally 
occurring bluestone formations. These tessellated 
patterns are formed when basaltic lava flow cools to create 
bluestone, cracking and shearing in geometric fragments. 
The upper storey is clad in folded Alpolic/fr zinc-faced 
composite panels that recall columnar basalt, eroded at 
the rear façade to provide an arched, cave-like outline 
to the new master bedroom window. One of the biggest 
challenges was finding a façade contractor willing to take 
on the job of creating the complex geometry at the rear 
of the house. A number of zinc installers pulled out of 
the project, citing the geometrical complexities as being 
too great for traditional zinc installation techniques. The 
decision was made to change to a zinc-faced composite 
panel system, which could better accommodate the folded 
hexagonal extrusions. Unique panel types were designed 
and shop drawn, then CAD/CAM cut and routed by CSP 
Architectural. The panels were then folded, assembled 
and installed by WS Images over a laser cut plywood box-
beam substrate. The resulting façade is constructed with a 
dimensional tolerance of less than 1mm. 

National Apprenticeship Challenge 2017
Congratulations to Christopher Crawford of RPT Plastering 
and Benjamin Val of Plaster Evolution for representing 
Victoria in the Apprentice Challenge professionally, 
skilfully and admirably. Benjamin Val stepped in to 
participate in the challenge within one week of the 
competition as Zayvier Sandland of Total Plaster Supplies 
unfortunately broke his collarbone. The task presented 
was a Palm Tree and Surf Board. Their employers, trainers 
and assessors should be very proud.

The AWCIV Executive Committee and Staff wish you all a 
safe and enjoyable Christmas break. Thank you for your 
support to AWCIV during 2017.
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KEY DATES
Dec 4 End of Year Member Celebration
Dec 7-8  Australian Cladding & Building Standards Summit
Dec 20 Office Christmas
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I would like to introduce 
myself as the newly elected 
President for the AWCI SA. 

For those who I have not yet 
met, my name is Ian Smith 
and I am the Director of 
Precision Plasterboard. We 
have an extremely versatile 
business that operates 
through all industry sectors. 
As you may be aware, 
I have previously been 
the Vice President under 
Phil Cooymans and Steve 
Langridge for the past two 

years. I would like to thank both Steve and Phil for their 
continued support and would also like to thank the 
Executive Committee for electing me as President. 

Here in SA we are extremely lucky to have such an active 
committee who are always striving to make our industry 
a better place to work and grow our association to 
benefit members. During my term as President, I will be 
making positive changes to improve our membership 
numbers, work on providing even more value to not only 
our current members but also to new members. I look 
forward to working with our aligned manufactures and 
suppliers to grow our association.

AWCI SA recently held its AGM and I would like to 
introduce the newly elected Executive Committee for the 
2017/2018 term:

President: Ian Smith

Vice President: Larissa Ramon

Treasurer: Steven Langridge

Committee 
Boris Mahne 
Peter Rodgers 
Phil Cooymans 
Ian Casey 
Matt Patzel

I recently attended my first AWCI ANZ National 
Conference at beautiful Hamilton Island. It was a great 
opportunity to meet fellow contractors from around 
the states and gain knowledge from guest speakers 
and industry professionals. I was amazed to see such 
a well presented conference, from planned activities, 

partner programs, trade exhibits, great food and drink 
(very important) and just a great atmosphere to be 
around. I certainly came back from the conference 
recharged and couldn’t wait to put new procedures and 
methods into my business that I learnt across the four 
days. I encourage all members to make the effort and 
come along to our 2018 National Conference in Perth – 
you certainly won’t regret it.

In closing, I’d like to wish all our members a merry 
Christmas and a happy New Year. I look forward to 
making a positive impact on our association as your 
newly appointed State President.

Outgoing President AWCI SA
I was inspired in 2000 when I saw the NSW 
Apprenticeship World skills Challenge where they made 
models of the Sydney Harbour Bridge.  This encouraged 
me to get involved with the Apprentices and I count 
myself lucky as I have been able to design challenges to 
make them think outside the square.

Who would have ever thought of making the SA state 
emblem, a crocodile, beach hut, wishing well, totem 
poles or palm trees with a surfboard… all out of 
plasterboard and CFC sheeting!

Personally I believe all apprentices who have competed 
since 2000 (238 individuals) will have gone away with 
a sense of achievement and at least a new competency.   
Not sure about the 2018 Apprentice Challenge yet but 
I’m thinking a swan, perhaps?

One final note, I would like to congratulate Ian Smith on 
his appointment as SA President from 2018, and I wish 
him well.

Phil Cooymans

AROUND THE STATES

South Australia
Ian Smith, President, AWCI South Australia

Ian Smith
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State of the Industry 
2017 has been slow in the Residential sector for WA.  
The Housing Industry Association and Master Builders 
Association have forecasted a better start for 2018 with 
a slight increase by 2018. There is a glimmer of hope. 

Commercially it has been steady and this will continue 
into 2018 with some major shopping refurbs, hotels and 
aged care facilities still keeping contractors busy.

Membership
The AWCI WA would like to welcome Intex and Zanda 
Dodds as new members.

Subcommittee Meeting Busselton  
September 20, 2017
The second meeting of the year was held at Stilts 
Busselton. The Small Business Development 
Corporation Southwest attended explaining what 
they can offer our members in the South West Region 
with training workshops for small businesses and 
explained how they can assist their businesses. Penny 
Cocker the South West Officer for AWCI WA will now 
follow up and organise workshops for members in the 
Mandurah, Bunbury, Busselton, Margaret River and 
Albany Regions for first half of 2018, members will be 
informed shortly.

National Conference – Hamilton Island
We would like to thank National for organising a great 
conference in Hamilton Island, 24 Exhibitors, Keynote 
Speakers, Contractor Roundtables and an industry 
talk back session the 72nd Annual Conference had 
something for everybody.  

Congratulations to Ryan Philpott (SP Ceilings) and Ben 

Hoskins (Ceiling Solutions) on their performance in 
the National Apprentice of the Year Awards, they did 
Western Australia proud and we hope they enjoyed 
the experience. 

The National Awards of Excellence showcased some 
great work from all over the country and New Zealand and 
Western Australia won five out of the seven categories.  

The winners and projects for Western Australia were:

Façade Category – Joint Winner 
Oz Set Australia Pty Ltd, Project   
– Multi User Facility, Geraldton

Decorative Category – Joint Winner 
Perth Plaster Mouldings, Project   
– Crown Towers 

Residential < $100,000 
Ceiling Force, Project   
– Private Residence

Residential more than $100,000 
Premier Ceilings (WA) Pty Ltd, Project   
– Private Residence

Commercial < $500,000    
Perth Plaster Mouldings, Project  
– Crown Towers, Perth       

The Conference in 2018 will be held in Perth, we 
encourage members to get their entries in for our 
Awards of Excellence in July so we can back up our 
winning performance. Having the conference in 
Perth next year is excellent for our state, contractors, 
suppliers and manufacturers can attend and bring their 
staff, including our industry’s future – our apprentices, 
without the cost of accommodation and flights.

AROUND THE STATES

Western Australia
Nigel Collicott, President, AWCI Western Australia
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Apprentice Challenge
Congratulations to Tasmania on another elegant 
win at the annual Apprentice Challenge! Tasmania 
was represented by two outstanding second-year 
apprentices, Joseph Bibby and Matthew Harley. Both 
apprentices showed their true potential when the 
challenge added fibrous mounds and P50, in which both 
apprentices had never done before and succeeded. 
Both apprentices are employed by Nick Griggs of 
Tasmanian Professional Plastering. Nick’s apprentices 
have taken out two of the past six challenges. Tasmania 
has won five of the past six challenges. The high quality 
of talent that this state produces is being recognised. 
This makes me proud to be President of this thriving 
industry association. 

The state’s apprentice numbers still stand around the 
102 mark and are all trained by TasTAFE.

State of the Industry 
The state is still going strong, with its usual highs and 
lows that are part and parcel of being in the building 
industry. Busy times are coming, with six cranes up in 

this beautiful city. I’ve been plastering for around 30 
years and can’t recall six cranes ever being up in Hobart 
at any one time and all around the same stage, which is 
a positive for the state. The north and north-west of the 
state are in full production with all the major companies 
having solid work for now and well into the future.

Give Me 5 for Kids Charity House
The association has always supported the Give Me 5 for 
Kids Foundation, and the house is now complete thanks 
to the generous support of volunteers that put up their 
hand and donated their valuable time to get this project 
completed. Volunteers came from the association, 
apprentices and volunteer labourers. I would also like 
to thank again the generous donations for material 
from USG Boral Plasterboard, Knauf Plasterboard, CSR 
Plasterboard and Rondo Building Services, who worked 
together to give this wonderful charity a helping hand.

AROUND THE STATES

Tasmania
Warren Banks, President, AWCI Tasmania

KEY DATES
Dec 14    AWCI TAS Christmas dinner 
Feb 9-11, 2018  AWCI TAS AGM and general meeting,  
  Tidal Waters, St Helens 

Western Australia cont.

AGM – November 22, 2017
The AGM was held at our Malaga office, and we would 
like to thank our Executive Committee for the past 12 
months, our training and technical subcommittees 
for the work they do, as well as those who attended 
our AGM. The following will be sitting on our Executive 
Committee for 2018:

President – Nigel Collicott (Premier Ceilings)

Vice President – Rachel McMahon (WA Direct Plasterboard)

Past President – Kim Prout (Prout Ceilings)

Councillors 
Ian James – BGC Plasterboard 
Adam Moylan – Ceiling Solutions 
Jimmy Monastra – CSR Gyprock 
Garry Whitelaw – North Metropolitan Tafe 
Don Behets – Old School Training 
Derek Dunmall – Proline Plasterboard Contractors 
Brendon Cave – Rondo Building Services 
David Robinson – South Metropolitan Tafe 
George Yang – Topend Ceilings  
Emil Plej – USG Boral 
Jason Williams – Westgyp Pty Ltd

End of Year Sundowner – Wembley Golf Course 
Mini Putt Putt
On Friday, November 24, we held our end of year 
Sundowner at Wembley Golf Course for a game of mini 
putt putt followed by drinks and food. All enjoyed the 
evening and it has been suggested to add this to our 
event calendar each year.

KEY DATES
Feb 23, 2018  Sundowner – The Aviary Rooftop Bar
May 11, 2018  Annual Golf Day – Wembley Golf Course
Jun 15, 2018  Apprenticeship Challenge  
  – South Metropolitan Tafe
Jul 28, 2018  Awards of Excellence Dinner – Aloft Hotel
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What’s New?

Nice deck 
Timber decks are beautiful. But the timber can lose its 
colour and start to grey quickly without regular staining 
or oiling to slow the degradation process. Over time, the 
timber is susceptible to splintering and warping in the 
sun, rotting and swelling due to moisture and even being 
eaten by termites. HardieDeck is resistant to damage 
from all those things, as long as it’s installed and 
maintained correctly. Installation is fast and easy, with 
fewer screws and no pre-drilling. This efficient system, 
combined with the board width means there’s no need 
for time-consuming pre-drilling and it can be installed 
with up to 80 per cent fewer screws than a 90mm wide 
board timber deck. HardieDeck can be installed with 
less joists creating savings on materials and labour. 
HardieDeck  is made from compressed fibre cement 
boards that are resistant to rot and moisture damage. 
HardieDeck is installed using durable coated aluminum 
joiners and stainless steel screws. It can be a great 
alternative for use around pools and in coastal areas. 
Bushfire approved (BAL-FZ) HardieDeck boards are 
deemed non-combustible by the National Construction 
Code (NCC) of Australia. HardieDeck is suitable for 
all bush fire attack levels, including Flame Zones as 
specified in AS 3959-2009 Construction of buildings in 
bushfire prone areas.

For more information, log onto www.hardiedeck.com.au 
to explore more decking options and/or speak to one of 
our friendly team on 13 83 53 (during business hours on 
weekdays) for your next decking project.

Carbon Fibre 
Flat Box Handles 
Australian manufacturer Tapepro 
Drywall Tools has pioneered the 
use of carbon fibre in automatic 
taping and finishing tools with 
their range of SuperLite Flat Box 
Handles. This range features 
a carbon fibre tube to replace 
the traditional aluminium or 
fibreglass tube, and also features 
a lightened head and hollow pivot 
pin to further reduce weight. 

Carbon fibre is very light and 
strong and has a natural feel. 
It is not cold to the touch 
like aluminium, which is very 
noticeable in the winter months. 

Fixed length handles are 

available in 900mm and 
1200mm featuring a roll wrap 
carbon fibre tube. These 
handles are approximately 
40 per cent lighter than the 
traditional fixed length 
handles of the same size. 

The extendable version 
features a filament wound 
tube for added strength 
and is approximately 15 
per cent lighter than the 
standard extendable. 

Code: FHSL-900, FHSL-
1200, FHX-SL 

Available now from your local 
plasterboard outlet. For more 
information visit www.tapepro.
com or call 1300 653 177. 



Economical Power Mixing 
Wallpro’s newly released Supa Mixer packs 
some punch at 1200W but is lightweight and 
ergonomically designed for double-handed 
operation. The variable speed function 
combines with a lock-on button for greater 
speed control and the addition of the soft 
start motor enables spill reduction. This entry-
level priced power mixer is fully supported by 
Wallpro, a brand recognised for its trade quality.

For further information or your nearest stockist, 
visit wallboardtools.com.au.

An easy way to create  
a ceiling shadow effect 
This latest PVC product, which is installed like an internal 
angle, with a built-in 10mm tearaway cover strip, creates the 
perfect 10mm shadow line. Other advantages include:

•	 Walls and ceilings can be installed at the same time
•	 You can use a recessed edge on the wall sheets
•	 The internal angle has special setting guides for easier 

setting
•	 Simply set the angle and pull out the 10mm tearaway 

cover strip, leaving a clean 10mm shadow line
•	 PERFECT finish, every time!

The P52-PISH10 is distributed throughout Australia by Global 
Trade Supplies. Find out 
more by visiting www.
globaltradesupplies.
com.au .
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My ex used to beat me with stringed instruments. 
If only I had known about her history of violins.
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Three sons left home, 
went out into the 
world and prospered.

Getting together 
for Christmas, they 
discussed the gifts 
they were able to give 
their elderly mother. 

The first said, “I built 
a huge mansion for 

Mother.”

The second said, “I sent 
her a brand-new Mercedes 

Benz car.”

The third smiled and said, 
“I’ve got you both beat. You 

remember how Mother enjoyed 
reading the Bible? And you know 

she can’t see very well? I sent her a 
remarkable parrot that recites the entire 

book. It took elders in the church 12 years to 
teach him. He’s one of a kind. Mother just has to 
name the chapter and verse she wants to hear, 
and the parrot will recite it.”

Soon thereafter, their mother sent out her letters 
of thanks:

“Dear Milton,” she wrote the first son, “The 
house you built is far too big. I live in only one 
room but I have to keep the whole house clean!”

“Dear Gerald,” she wrote the second, “I am too 
old to travel. I stay at home most of the time, so I 
rarely use the Mercedes.”

“Dearest Donald,” she wrote her third son, “You 
have the good sense to know what your mother 
likes. That chicken was absolutely delicious!”

A boy complains to his father: “You told me to put a potato in my swimming trunks! You said it would 
impress the girls at the pool! But you forgot to mention one thing.”

Father: Really, what?

Boy: That the potato should go in the front.

A woman gets on a bus with her baby. The driver says: 
“Ugh, that’s the ugliest baby I’ve ever seen.”

The woman walks to the rear of the bus and sits down, 
fuming. She says to the man next to her: “The driver just 
insulted me, can you believe it?”

The man says: “You go up there and tell him off. Go on, 
I’ll hold your monkey for you.”

Little Johnny is visiting his uncle and 
accidentally breaks an antique vase.

His uncle gasps in horror when he sees 
the broken pieces, turns to Johnny and 
yells, “Do you even know how old that 
vase was? It was from the 17th century!” 

Johnny sighs with relief: “Oh good, it 
wasn’t new then.”



AWCI ANZ Executive Committee
PRESIDENT 
Stephen Langridge, Langridge Ceilings
c/o AWCI ANZ
PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688

VICE-PRESIDENT
Stuart Phelps, Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, GREERTON 3141, New Zealand
Ph: +64 2 171 6310

TREASURER
Harry Chudasko, Chad Plaster Contracting
1366 North Rd, OAKLEIGH SOUTH VIC 3167
Ph: (03) 9544 8899

NEW SOUTH WALES STATE AFFILIATE
Tony Roberts, Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd
PO Box 43, CARDIFF NSW 2285 
Ph: (02) 4954 9866

QUEENSLAND STATE AFFILIATE
Gary Wood, Supreme interiors Pty Ltd
c/o AWCI QLD
PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN STATE AFFILIATE
Stephen Langridge, Langridge Ceilings
30 William St, CAVAN SA 5094
Ph: (08) 8349 8850

TASMANIAN STATE AFFILIATE
Clinton Steele, Brock Plaster
PO Box 1630, Eastern Shore DC, MORNINGTON TAS 7018
Ph: (03) 6228 1411

VICTORIAN STATE AFFILIATE
Harry Chudasko, Chad Plaster Contracting
1366 North Rd, OAKLEIGH SOUTH VIC 3167
Ph: (03) 9544 8899

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN STATE AFFILIATE
Kim Prout, Prout Ceilings
PO Box 132, BELMONT WA 6984
Ph: 0407 988 465

NEW ZEALAND REPRESENTATIVE
Stuart Phelps, Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, GREERTON 3141, New Zealand
Ph: +64 2 171 6310 E: admin@awcinz.org.au

AWCI ANZ Contact Details

AWCI ANZ MARKETING, EVENTS &  
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
Angela Gardner, PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: marketing@awci.org.au

AWCI ANZ TECHNICAL MANAGER 
Chris Morgan, E: technical@awci.org.au

AWCI ANZ ADMINISTRATION MANAGER
Michelle Millmann, PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: admin@awci.org.au

State Membership, Administration  
and General Assistance Enquiries
AWCI NEW SOUTH WALES 
Jane Barnes, PO Box 450, PARRAMATTA NSW 2150
Ph: (02) 9891 6188 E: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au

AWCI QUEENSLAND
Jane Smith, PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: janes@awci.org.au

AWCI SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Sharon Curyer, c/o Adelaide Business Hub
6 Todd St, PORT ADELAIDE SA 5015
Ph: (08) 8440 2438 E: adminsa@awci.org.au

AWCI TASMANIA
Warren Banks, 9 Auburn Rd, KINGSTON BEACH TAS 7050
Ph: 0438 163 448 E: warren.banks@tastafe.tas.edu.au

AWCI VICTORIA
Tanya Chudasko, 451 Warrigal Rd, MOORABBIN VIC 3189
Ph: (03) 9553 6363 E: tanyac@awci.org.au

AWCI WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Belinda Goddard, PO Box 1819, MALAGA WA 6090
Ph: 0433 586 119 E: adminwa@awci.org.au

AWCI NEW ZEALAND
Richard Arkinstall, PO Box 45098, WATERLOO
LOWER HUTT 5042 NEW ZEALAND
Ph: +64 27 288 3770 E: admin@awcinz.org.nz

A

INDUSTRIES
Australia & New Zealand 

Who’s Who  
at AWCI ANZ
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